VictorBilt Heritage Series Windows

**TRUE DIVIDED LIGHT**
**WOOD WINDOWS**

- TRUE DIVIDED LIGHT COMPRESSION TILT INSULATED GLASS 1-3/8” WOOD WINDOWS
- AVAILABLE AS WOOD STOP SSB TILT
- TREATED SASH AND FRAME PARTS WITH WOODLIFE 111® FOR LONG LIFE
- SASH ARE NATURAL PINE INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
- ENERGY EFFICIENT LOW-E 366 GLASS
- TRADITIONAL WOOD SIZING
- CUSTOM LIGHT PATTERNS & SIZES
- RETROFIT SASH PACKS
- PICTURE WINDOWS
- TRANSOMS
- ESTATE FRAME (PVC) OPTION WITH WOOD SASH AND PINE INTERIOR
- MORE FEATURES & OPTIONS —>

Window quality
since 1944

CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM TODAY:
Dealers Supply & Lumber Company
(864) 242-6571
(864) 242-0433 fax
www.victorbilt.com
traditionswindows@victorbilt.com
An FSC COC Certified Company
**VictorBilt Heritage Wood Window**

Heritage Windows bring customers a unique and detailed design available only from VictorBilt. True Divided Light Insulated Glass windows have a distinction all their own and give the home they are in a look and feel that SDL windows cannot match. Sharp corners, tight lines, and detailed sticking set these windows apart. We’ve been making wood windows for 70 years, and we maintain several choices to serve several different markets. With the Heritage Series, customers are choosing an architecturally minded window. Maintenance will be required to keep their look and quality, but we make sure that these windows are treated with Woodlife 111 to help preserve the exceptional choice they represent. Available in Casement style windows, also.

- 7/16” Insulated Glass in Clear or Low-e 366
- 2” Top Rail, 3” Bottom Rail for Classic Look
- Stop Glazed Lites for Clean Look
- Option for Argon Filled
- Truseal Duralite warm edge spacer
- 5 Year Glass Warranty
- Compression Tilt Design
- Optional PVC Exterior Frame Components—Estate Frame
- Bull Nosing Option for Historic Applications
- Locks—Standard White, Goldtone, or our Restoration Bronze
- Finger Lift routed for easy raise and lower
- Two piece Sill Construction
- Extension Jambs Factory Applied, 5-1/4, 6-9/16 + others
- 180 Brick Mold, Flat Casing, Backband
- Transoms Available—rectangular, elliptical, segment, half round

1-3/8” Inside Muntin Detail

1-3/8” Outside Muntin Detail

STD SASH LOCK
**VictorBilt Heritage Wood Window**

- **Top Rail**: 3/8" x 1 15/16"
- **Top Check Rail**: 1 1/4" x 1 23/32"
- **Bottom Check Rail**: Glass plus 3/16"
- **Bottom Rail**: 3/8" x 3 1/32"
- **Top & Bottom Stiles**: 3/8" x 1 13/32"